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What is LinkedIn Integration from iModules?

LinkedIn Integration from iModules offers your institution an opportunity to retrieve the most up-to-date 
profile data from LinkedIn, the most widely-used business-networking site with more than 150 million 
members, through a seamless flow of data for storage in your Encompass database. 

Our strategic relationship with LinkedIn is unique; LinkedIn has modified its standard API policy to allow 
iModules to pull and store updated data for retrieval by our clients.  

The integration focuses on three main areas:

1 LinkedIn New User Registration and Login Integration  
(A Co-Registration Plugin to create a new user’s account in LinkedIn, if necessary, and connect the 
user’s LinkedIn and iModules accounts; and the use of iModules Connect for login integration.)

2 Custom LinkedIn Groups Integration  
(Automatic opt-in to your institution’s official LinkedIn Group during the co-registration process. 
This option applies to users who are creating a new user account in LinkedIn only.)

3 Retrieve Updated Profile Data from LinkedIn  
(The ability to retrieve data from LinkedIn for storage and export from your Encompass database.)

How does your institution benefit from  
LinkedIn Integration?

We realize that effective communication and relationship-building efforts with constituents are vital 
to the success of advancement, alumni, and other member relations operations. With the integration 
of LinkedIn and Encompass, iModules serves as the bridge between you, your institution’s LinkedIn 
presence, and your constituents’ career networking and contact information.

With the integration of Encompass and LinkedIn, you benefit from:

�� A seamless flow of updated member data from LinkedIn to your Encompass database

�� Capturing data from lost or unengaged constituents that might not otherwise be reached

�� Providing members with a way to maintain career-networking profiles in a single location

�� Less hands-on data maintenance, with the most up-to-date data input directly by constituents

�� Traffic driven into your institution’s official LinkedIn Group

�� Support for relevant, targeted communication strategies through accurate data

�� Increased member engagement and affinity
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What constituent information is shared from  
LinkedIn to Encompass?

The constituent profile information pulled from LinkedIn includes:

General Profile Fields

��First Name
�� Last Name
��Headline
�� Location:(name)
�� Location:(country:(code)

��Phone Number - Home
��Phone Number - Mobile
��Phone Number - Work
��Main address (not identified)
�� Industry

��Summary
��Specialties
��Associations
��Honors
�� Interests

Position | Company

��Position - Company - Name
��Position - Company - Size
��Position - Company - Ticker
��Position - Company - Type

��Position - End Date - Month
��Position - End Date - Year
��Positions- Is Current
��Position - Start Date - Month

��Position - Start Date - Year
��Position - Summary
��Positions - Title

Education

��Education - Activity
��Education - Degree
��Education - End Year

��Education - Field of Study
��Education - Notes
��Education - School Name

��Education - Start Year

How does LinkedIn Integration work?

As mentioned above, there are three main components to the LinkedIn Integration:

1 LinkedIn New User Registration and Login Integration (Co-Registration Plugin and  
iModules Connect)

2 Custom LinkedIn Groups Integration 

3 Retrieve Updated Profile Data from LinkedIn 

Co-Registration Plugin

The Co-Registration Plugin allows constituents to create a new account in LinkedIn, if needed, and 
connects the new or existing LinkedIn account with your iModules website/Encompass database 
account. This process will also provide an opt-in membership to your institution’s official LinkedIn Group. 
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The Plugin launches a mini-LinkedIn signup flow in a popup window (outlined below), and can be 
added to any Form in Encompass*. Ideally, the Plugin should be integrated with the Profile Forms for 
Edit Account (or equivalent) and the First Time Login (Account Lookup or equivalent). It can also be 
embedded into iModules content pages so that it can be promoted in appropriate areas of your  
website and in emails.

*To use the Plugin, the user has to be authenticated into the Encompass system in order for the  
data exchange for the account creation in LinkedIn and the corresponding data pull from  
LinkedIn into iModules. 

See details about configuring the Co-Registration Plugin below.

iModules Connect

If you have the iModules Connect functionality enabled on your website, then constituents can use the 
LinkedIn icon to connect accounts and this will serve as the “plugin” connection.

Once constituents connect the two 

accounts, a success page will appear.

The Co-Registration Plugin is presented as 

a pop-up window to users. (The [website] 

message is customized to reflect your 

institution’s name.) Constituents may either 

sign in to an existing LinkedIn account or 

create a new LinkedIn account if they do 

not have one.

For constituents with an existing 
LinkedIn account.
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Custom LinkedIn Groups Integration

If the constituent is creating a new LinkedIn account during the Co-Registration process, the constituent 
will be automatically opted-in to your institution’s official LinkedIn Group. This option appears as a 
checked box and the constituent can opt-out/uncheck the box if desired.

During configuration, the client’s Group ID (found in the URL of the client’s official LinkedIn Group) will 
be used to conjoin the users with your institution’s official LinkedIn Group. 

See the section below regarding sealed sub-communities for more information about the Group ID.

Retrieving Updated Profile Data from LinkedIn

Profile data from LinkedIn is pulled to your Encompass database during an overnight synchronization 
process. Note: While profile data is pulled nightly from LinkedIn, data for a particular member is pulled 
every seven days. See below regarding what and how information is updated, depending on your specific 
data mapping.

How is LinkedIn implemented?

Please contact your Account Manager or Project Manager for more information about implementing 
LinkedIn Integration. Your account representative will discuss the features, your options, and data 
mapping. You will then be directed to a data mapping spreadsheet. Once you have completed the 
data mapping spreadsheet, you will upload the spreadsheet in a form submission*. Your account 
representative will then complete the implementation of LinkedIn Integration on your website.

*Note: If you are currently in implementation, you will return your data mapping spreadsheet directly to 
your Project Manager instead of using the form submission.

Data Mapping

The flexibility with the tool allows you to either map LinkedIn fields to existing Encompass fields or 
create new fields specifically for the LinkedIn data sync in your Encompass database. However, a new 
Address field will need to be created in the Encompass database because the address information from 
LinkedIn is delivered in one, large field (it does not break up street, city, state, zip, etc.).

Your institution will want to weigh your two data mapping options above carefully. The first option lets 
you map the LinkedIn data fields directly to existing Encompass data fields, so the data from LinkedIn 
will automatically overwrite existing data in your Encompass database during the nightly sync.  This 
provides less manual administrative data work and allows for continuous data updates, but also means 
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your institution’s administrators cannot control or monitor data updates (there is no administrative 
checkpoint). Additionally, if a constituent or your administrator changes data in the Encompass profile 
(such as employer name) but does not change it in LinkedIn, the nightly sync from LinkedIn will change 
the Encompass field information back to the “old” information from LinkedIn. 

The second option allows more administrative control over the information coming from LinkedIn, but 
also requires much more hands-on, manual data work. With this option, you could create a new “Admin 
Only” tab in the profile and create new fields specifically for the LinkedIn sync (such as “LinkedIn_
LastName” or “LinkedIn_Employer” etc.). This allows your administrators to view all incoming data from 
LinkedIn and decide whether or not to overwrite existing profile data fields with that information.

Setting up the Co-Registration Plugin 

Once your account representative has completed the implementation of LinkedIn Integration on your 
website, you can set up the Co-Registration Plugin. 

As mentioned above, the Plugin launches a mini-LinkedIn signup flow in a popup window, and can be 
added to any Form in Encompass. Ideally, the Plugin should be integrated with the Profile Forms for 
Edit Account (or equivalent) and the First Time Login (Account Lookup or equivalent). It can also be 
embedded into iModules content pages so that it can be promoted in appropriate areas of your website 
and in emails.

To get started:

1 Add new category or work with an existing category.  NOTE: Creating a new category would 
provide the advantage of being easily applied to other forms.

2 In the category control, select “Add existing field.”

3 In the Quick Fields List “Available Fields” view in the middle pane, locate the “LinkedIn Co-
Registration” field and select to add to the form.

“LinkedIn  
Co-Registration” field
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4 The Co-Registration Plugin will be automatically added to the category.  No further modification 
is needed for the field, but all existing Field settings are available including display verbiage, field 
audience, and others.

5 In Category control, utilize Rich Text Fields to build out content around the Co-Registration Plugin 
in the category.   

Keep in mind that the more of your constituents who have LinkedIn accounts, the more chances 
your institution has to benefit from LinkedIn Integration. If you’d like some help with your 
promotional copy, you can find the LinkedIn logo, graphics, and some starter copy for download 
on the Client Community at http://clients.imodules.com/linkedin_graphics.

Rich text area

“LinkedIn Co-Registration” 
field on form
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6 Save the content to the form.

Adding the Co-Registration Plugin to a CMS page:

As mentioned above, the Co-Registration Plugin can be added to any content page on your iModules 
website*.  

*To use the Plugin, the user has to be authenticated into the Encompass system. This can be a role-
based presentation at the page level or at the content module level, but only authenticated users can be 
allowed to interact with the Plugin.

To get started:

1 Create a content page or role-based content area.  (A suggested model is a landing page for 
unauthenticated users that links to a page requiring authentication for presentation of the Co-
Registration Plugin.) Create the new page with a Content Block module, or add a role-based 
Content Block module to existing page.  Example of creating a new page:
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2 Use the Content Block editor to build out page content, graphics, and starter copy.  Insert the 
iModules Control ID for the Co-Registration Plugin onto page, using the format [CONTROL_ID: 
1234]. NOTE: your ID is specific to your website; you should receive this information from your 
account representative.  

As mentioned above, the more of your constituents who have LinkedIn accounts, the more 
chances your institution has to benefit from LinkedIn Integration. If you’d like some help with your 
promotional copy, you can find the LinkedIn logo, graphics, and some starter copy for download 
on the Client Community at http://clients.imodules.com/linkedin_graphics.

3 Save the content to the page.  The Co-Registration Plugin can be added to as many pages and 
content modules as you would like.

Insert Control ID
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Creating a Report on Co-Registration Opt-Ins

Your administrators can create a report showing members who have opted into the Co-Registration 
Plugin.  This is done through Data Viewer, Export Member Data, or Form Reporting (for the specific forms 
containing the Co-Registration Plugin.)

To get started:

1 Using Data Viewer: Choose “Create a New Query” and find “LinkedIn Co-Registration” in the 
Available Fields in the Quick Fields List view. Add the field to the query.

2 Set the search operator  
to “Has a value” and  
apply filter:

“LinkedIn  
Co-Registration” field
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3 The results will display each member that has completed the opt-in or the binding process 
(existing LinkedIn account holders).  The LinkedIn ID for each member is displayed in the column 
“LinkedIn Co-Registration.” This is the unique member ID for each LinkedIn user used in the 
LinkedIn API.

4 This result set can then be sent to the Export system, Email Marketing or other system.

Member Data Exports or Form Reports can be generated and scheduled containing those members who 
have opted in or connected their accounts via the Co-Registration Plugin. When your administrators 
build the Export or Form Report, select the LinkedIn Co-Registration field from the listing of available 
Member Fields.  This will result in a column in the report that contains the user’s LinkedIn ID discussed 
above, denoting that member as having opted into the Co-Registration Plugin.
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Is updated data captured through the LinkedIn  
Integration reflected in Encompass reporting?

This depends on how your institution’s data mapping has been configured. If you have chosen to map 
the LinkedIn fields directly to existing Encompass fields, then updated data will appear in the Updated 
Fields Export and the Data Change History profile tab. If you have created new Encompass fields for the 
LinkedIn mapping, then your administrators will need to add the new fields to your export field list in 
order for those fields to appear in an Updated Fields Export. 

Note that the first time new data is entered into a field it will not register as “changed” data and does 
not appear in the Data Change History tab.

Is LinkedIn Integration available in Sealed  
Sub-communities?

The data mapping for LinkedIn Integration can only be configured once at the top level community 
database (GID1). However, since the opt-in to your institution’s official LinkedIn Group is determined 
by the LinkedIn URL for the Group, that element of the connection could happen at a sealed sub-
community level (the constituent could be opted-in to whatever official Group on LinkedIn is dictated by 
the sealed sub-community). 

What does LinkedIn Integration cost?

LinkedIn Integration is FREE to iModules clients. Ready to get started? Contact your Account Manager or 
Project Manager today! 




